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Periodicals

Accounting


Auditing


Proactive fraud survey unveils some disturbing findings. *The Hong Kong Accountant*, Nov. 2003, pp. 77-78.


Economics

Business process outsourcing (BPO) &
Globalisation by Om Prakash. Chartered Secretary, Dec. 2003, pp.1869-1870.

Cancun debacle, emerging Economic situation & India’s WTO strategy by Ravinder Goel. Chartered Secretary, Dec. 2003, pp. 1865-1868.


Glocalisation & India: Trade in services by Sitesh Bhatia. Chartered Secretary, Jan. 2004, pp.54-56.


Tools of the Trade by Austin Lobo. USP Age, Dec. 2003, pp.31-33.


EDUCATION


INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY


INVESTMENT


Depreciation at higher rates on leased vehicles by V. Ramaswami. CTR, Vol. 186, pp.84-88.


LAW


Supreme Court confirms levy of Stamp Duty on Amalgamation orders by Bombay High Court by Delep Goswami. Chartered Secretary, Jan. 2004, pp. 43-53.

MANAGEMENT

Corporate Governance: Boards & CEOs: Changing


TAXATION & FINANCE


International investigation of the influence of dividend Taxation on Research & Development Tax credits by D.W. Thomas etc. JATA, Fall 2003, pp.35-54.


Near zero Taxable Income reporting by Nonprofit Organizations by T.C. Omer & R.J. Yetman. JATA, Fall 2003, pp.19-34.

Perquisite value of concessional or interest-free loan from employer: Case for reduction in the interest rate, under rule 3(7) (i) by M. Krishnan. CTR, Vol.186, pp.10-13.
